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Abstract—Millimetre wave (mmWave) radar is a non-intrusive
privacy and relatively convenient and inexpensive device, which
has been demonstrated to be applicable in place of RGB cameras
in human indoor pose estimation tasks. However, mmWave radar
relies on the collection of reflected signals from the target,
and the radar signals containing information is difficult to be
fully applied. This has been a long-standing hindrance to the
improvement of pose estimation accuracy. To address this major
challenge, this paper introduces a probability map guided multi-
format feature fusion model, ProbRadarM3F. This is a novel
radar feature extraction framework using a traditional FFT
method in parallel with a probability map based positional
encoding method. ProbRadarM3F fuses the traditional heatmap
features and the positional features, then effectively achieves the
estimation of 14 keypoints of the human body. Experimental
evaluation on the HuPR dataset proves the effectiveness of the
model proposed in this paper, outperforming other methods
experimented on this dataset with an AP of 69.9 %. The emphasis
of our study is focusing on the position information that is
not exploited before in radar singal. This provides direction
to investigate other potential non-redundant information from
mmWave rader.

Index Terms—mmWave radar, probability map, positional
encoding, radar heatmap, multi-format feature fusion, human
skeletal pose estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN pose estimation is an important task in computer
vision. It is often completed by detecting or tracking the

joint keypoint to gain skeletal framework of the human body.
Algorithms of deep learning are used to enable computers to
understand and predict human pose or behaviour. In the very
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first and most pioneer studies, researchers rely on acquiring
and analysing human pose data from RGB cameras. How-
ever, in recent years, non-visual signals based sensing has
received more attention as people are absolutely concerned
about privacy in the context of technological advancement.
These signals will not contain human facial information, visual
photographs, etc. Human activity can be inferred while not
exposing subjects to privacy risks by using radio frequency sig-
nals, such as WiFi [6], radar signal [28], etc. WiFi has a narrow
band and does not have sufficient distance resolution, resulting
in limited downstream tasks that can be accomplished. So,
millimetre wave radar, a cost-effective and higher resolution
approach of sensing, has become another mainstream research
method of indoor sensing. Moreover, it was found in research
that mmWave radar performs even better in low light or
obscured conditions in the indoor sensing task. It has great
potential to replace currently used cameras in practical sense.

MmWave radar, as a robust but low cost sensor, has
been applied for environment perception in advanced driver-
assistance system (ADAS) [15–17, 31–33] and cooperative
intelligent transportation systems (C-ITS) [8] in recent years.
There has been a lot of frontier research on mmWave radar
to achieve human activity sensing tasks. However, there are
still challenges. In the classical radar processing pipeline,
many different levels of data representation exist. For human
skeletal pose estimation, point clouds and heatmaps are the
most widely used forms of data representation. However, point
clouds generation relies on hand-crafted parameters, and the
process of generating the point clouds itself loses the Doppler
information and some of the position information. This leads
to difficulties in capturing features of finer joints through point
clouds. Generating heatmaps is often done using Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) method [9], which can extract range, Doppler
and Angle of Arrival (AoA) information from the raw radar
signal to generate different types of heatmaps. However, much
of the information in the heatmap is considered redundant and
is not valued. A large number of pose estimation works lately
have been realised by point cloud + neural network pipeline,
or heatmap + neural network pipeline. Some studies have
paid more attention to improve the deep learning capability of
networks and algorithms when addressing the mmWave radar
based precision problem. While the importance of capturing
the information present in radar signal itself is neglected,
which leads to the loss of a lot of effective information.

To tackle the inefficiencies in traditional heatmap-based
methods, we propose a new method, constructing a efficient
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feature extraction framework. Specifically, our method in-
cludes two feature extraction branches. One branch follows
the traditional steps, employing the FFT method to generate
heatmaps to extract range, Doppler, azimuth and elevation
information from mmWave radar signals. The other branch
proposes a probability map generation and positional encoding
method to enhance the effective use of position information
in radar signals. We propose a model for fusing probability
guided positional features with traditional heatmap features,
and the contributions of our work are summarised below:

• We present a mmWave radar based multi-format feature
fusion model ProbRadarM3F for human skeletal pose
estimation. The model is designed for raw mmWave
radar signals, features are extracted from 2 branches:
FFT branch and ProbPE branch. In ProbPE branch,
probability maps are generated, based on which positional
encoding method is introduced. This study represents the
first attempt to extract additional positional features from
mmWave radar signals to aid in pose estimation task,
by using a probability map guided positional encoding
approach. By fusing features in different format, the
keypoint prediction accuracy gains a great increase. Pro-
bRadarM3F can be a baseline for research and application
of radar position information exploitation.

• In order to validate the effectiveness of ProbRadarM3F,
we choose to conduct experiments on the HuPR dataset,
which provides purely raw radar signals. The results
show that the design of probability map guided positional
encoding strategy greatly improves the recognition per-
formance of the model and gives a great improvement in
the precision of human skeletal pose prediction.

The subsequent sections of this paper are organised as
follows: section II provides a comprehensive review of the
research and methodology of mmWave radar for indoor sens-
ing applications, especially for human skeletal pose prediction.
Section III specifies the implementation of our proposed
ProbRadarM3F model. In Section IV, we present the exper-
iments of ProbRadarM3F on HuPR dataset and evaluate its
results. The advantages of its pose prediction are demonstrated.
Finally, we summarise our approach and findings, as well as
suggest potential directions for follow-up research in Section
V.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) Radar Indoor Sensing

The field of millimeter-wave (mmWave) radar for indoor
sensing has gained substantial advancements in recent years,
driven by the growing demand for non-invasive, privacy-
preserving technologies for human presence and activity de-
tection. MmWave radar has its unique advantages for indoor
sensing applications. Mmwave frequency has ability to pen-
etrate non-metallic objects while providing high-resolution
imaging capabilities [23]. More and more utility is becoming
apparent for mmWave radar in through-wall sensing [37], hu-
man detection and recognition [35] and vital sign monitoring
[12, 13, 25].

Initially, researchers used radar signal processing to extract
waveform features, combining with the target’s distance, orien-
tation, altitude and motion information to perform some simple
action classification tasks [18]. Later, some research has started
to introduce more advanced technology like deep learning for
more accurate indoor sensing project from basic mmWave
radar data. For instance, Wang et al. proposed a sequence-to-
sequence (seq2seq) 3D temporal convolutional network with
self-attention method to estimate human hand pose [20]. Yi et
al. utilize a multi-person detection model based on long short
term memory (LSTM) to determine the presence of humans
and localize their positions with a single 60GHz mmWave
radio [34]. Wu et al. first put forward work to segment
human silhouette from the millimeter wave RF signals. They
locates human reflections on radar frames and extract features
from surrounding signals with human detection module and
extracted features from aggregated frames with an attention
based mask generation module [29]. Although these studies
have been highly successful, they have focused more on
changes in the structure of the deep learning network and
neglected how to extract more valid features from the radar
signal. Given the inherent limitations of mmWave radar data,
this oversight may result in the loss of valuable information
during processing.

B. MmWave based Human Skeletal Pose Estimation

Since the application occasion has high demand of both
privacy and precision, the advent of mmWave radar technology
has markedly expanded the horizons of human pose estimation
and recognition. One of the notable research directions in hu-
man pose estimation is the focus on skeletal pose recognition.
The advantage of human skeletal pose estimation lies in its
ability to provide a simplified yet informative representation of
human pose and movements, facilitating efficient and accurate
human activity recognition. Skeletal pose prediction derived
from mmWave radar signals feature critical spatial and tem-
poral information about human activity without the privacy
concerns associated with optical imaging.

RF-Pose [36] is one of pioneering works which first consid-
erates human skeleton reconstruction. Zhao et al. proposed a
deep network from FWCM signals to estimate coarse human
skeleton parts under th esupervision of visual information.
Then they improved the model which successfully predict
14 human joints, including head, neck, shoulders, elbows,
wrists, hip, knees, and feet. RF-Pose and its follow-up work
used expensive customized hardware system, nowadays, more
studies based on low-cost mass-produced industrial millimetre
wave radar and has demonstrated good performance. Ding
et al. presented a kinematic constrained learning architecture
that incorporates the kinematics constraints with the learning
of neural network for skeleton estimation of human body
based on range-Doppler heatmaps [5]. Kong et.al performed a
convolution operation on the Range-Doppler-Profile to detect
human’s corresponding ranges and design a two-steam deep
learning architecture to extract the body shape and motion
features to predict skeleton joints coordinates and reconstruct
the body posture [10]. Cao et al. developed a model to
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Fig. 1. Our proprosed ProbRadarM3F model consists of two main branches. The initial input is the raw ADCdata from two vertically placed mmWave radar.
Different coloured arrows represent data streams from different radars. After processing raw radar data into radar data cube, the FFT branch process the data
to extract feature from range-Doppler-azimuth heatmaps and range-Doppler-elevation heatmaps based on 4D-FFT. ProbPE branch applies positional encoding
to extract features from generated radar propability maps. In the following module, the multi-frame and multi-format features are fused and a cross- and self-
attention module is introduced to generate skeletal pose estimation.

incorporate the part-level range-Doppler maps for individual
body parts with the local kinematic constraints with the global
constraints for reconstructing the human skeleton [2].

III. PROPOSED METHODS

In this section, we provide detailed descriptions of Pro-
bRadarM3F for human skeletal pose estimation based on
the fusion of multi-format feature from mmWave radar data.
The structure of the model is illustrated in Fig. 1. After
processing the raw signal from mmWave radar, the model
respectively extract features from the radar data through the
FFT branch and the ProbPE branch. Multi-frame features in
different format from the two branches are fused, and finally
we predict the coordinates of human skeletal joints from the
fused features via a cross-self-attention mechanism.

A. FFT Branch: Radar Data Processing and Range-Doppler-
Angle Map Generating

The dataset we used provides only unprocessed raw radar
data acquired by the DAC1000 system. Therefore, we first
pre-process the radar signal in order to converting the raw
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) data into a structured
format, as a radar data cube, for efficient signal processing
and analysis.

The raw ADC data captured in binary format is initially one-
dimensional, representing interleaved ADC samples across

multiple channels. We structured it by organising the data into
a two-dimensional matrix to separate the individual Low Volt-
age Differential Signaling (LVDS) channels. By segregating
the samples from even and odd channels, we construct the real
and imaginary components of the complex signal. This ensures
the retention of phase information necessary for following
processing tasks. Ultimately, the complex data is reformatted
into a radar data cube to accurately reflect the sequence of
radar data acquisition. This reorganization involves structuring
the data into blocks that correspond to each chirp across
multiple transmit (TX) and receive (RX) channels. The radar
data cube accurately retains information about the spatial and
temporal dimensions of the observed scene.

As shown of FFT branch in Fig. 1, we initiate a compre-
hensive analysis by performing a 4-dimensional FFT (4D FFT)
along the four axes: ADC samples, chirps, horizontal antennas,
and vertical antennas as following:

F (h, i, j, k) =

N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

P−1∑
p=0

Q−1∑
q=0

f(n,m, p, q)

×e−j2π(hn
N + im

M + jp
P + kq

Q )

(1)

where f(n,m, p, q) is the original input signal across ADC
samples n, chirps m, horizontal antennas p, and vertical
antennas q and F (h, i, j, k) is the results of Fourier transform.
N,M,P,Q represent the sizes of the dimensions. h, i, j, k rep-
resent the indices in the frequency domain for the correspond-
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Fig. 2. The probability map is the guidance of the positional encoding method. Initially, the range bin is filtered out by performing 2D CFAR on the
range-Doppler heatmaps. The angle information on the selected range is extracted, thus yielding the range-azimuth vectors and the range-elevation vectors.
These vectors are normalized, transposed, and then multiplied to generate a probability maps, which respond to the probability of the target appearing at a
certain position.

ing dimensions. This process yields detailed range-Doppler-
azimuth-elevation maps. Moreover, we uniformly sample a
certain amount of chirps within a specific velocity range in
the Doppler dimension to filter out irrelevant information in
the radar signal. This approach effectively filters out extrane-
ous signal components, thereby streamlining the dataset for
enhanced processing efficiency.

The dataset we used provides data collected by two verti-
cally placed radars. Since the resolution and detection range of
the adopted radars in elevation angle directions are limited, we
average elevation information of each radar in the processing:

Favg =
1

Q

Q−1∑
kq=0

F (km, kn, kp, kq) (2)

The azimuth information of the horizontally placed radar
is retained, while the azimuth information of the vertically
placed radar is considered as the elevation angle information
on overall data. We eventually obtained the range-Doppler-
azimuth map from the horizontal radar and the range-Doppler-
elevation map from the vertical radar. To combine dynamic
information across varying chirps within the range-Doppler-
angle maps, we introduce M-Net [27] to merge features
from multiple chirps into one. The M-Net module uses a
neural network instead of the traditional method of fusing
different chirp information within a frame to solve for Doppler
velocities, outputting the merged features of the frame.

B. ProbPE Branch: Probability Map Generating and Posi-
tional Encoding

As it shown in Fig. 1, in ProbPE branch, after taking the
radar data cube, we initially subject the input radar data cube
to a two-dimensional FFT (2D FFT). The FFT is executed
in the fast time dimension (the dimension of digitised chirp
samples) to obtain range information. Given the significant
impact of frequency effects of velocity in the slow time dimen-
sion—where multiple frames correspond to the same range
unit—an FFT is also conducted in this dimension to obtain
the Doppler frequency. To minimize irrelevant information

that could potentially increase computational load or interfere
with feature extraction, we employ Constant False-Alarm Rate
(CFAR) [19]. This is instrumental in distinguishing between
targets and interference noise based on intensity disparities.
We use 2-dimensional (2D-CFAR) on range-Doppler maps to
select the elements that contains more valid information. In
the 2D-CFAR detection process, in order to place the direct
influence of potential targets on the noise estimation and to
provide a reference for the dynamic threshold adjustment, the
targets are detected as accurately as possible to reduce false
alarms. Corresponding guard cells, and reference cells, are
introduced in the vicinity of each detection cell, shown as
in the lower left corner of Fig. 2.Cell Averaging CFAR(CA-
CFAR) is a prevalent variant of CFAR, which employs the
following formula to calculate the threshold for each cell under
examination:

T = α · 1

N

N∑
i=1

Xi (3)

where T represents the threshold for the cell, Xi represents
the amplitude values of the reference cells surrounding the
cell under test, N represents the number of reference cells
considered, and α is a scaling factor determined by the desired
false alarm rate. If the intensity of the target surpasses that
of interference noise, as Itarget > Inoise × T , it indicates the
presence of the target.

Subsequently, probability maps are derived from the filtered
range bins, which serve as a foundational step in understanding
the spatial distribution of potential targets. It is noted that we
take the concatenation set for the filtered range bins from the
two radars separately. The phase differences among various
antennas yield distinct spikes, denoting frequency components
from different directions. Angle information is obtained by
performing FFT on target data from distinct virtual antennas.
We execute Angle FFT to derive azimuth from horizontal
radar and elevation from vertical radar. We make an averaging
calculation in the Doppler dimension because the focus at this
point is on probability and position information. Thus, range-
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azimuth and range-elevation vectors from the two radars are
extracted, respectively. These vectors contain information on
the radar’s intensity at specific ranges and angles, effectively
characterizing the probability of a target’s presence at a given
location. Consequently, we construct radar probability maps,
illustrated as Fig. 2.

We proceed with the normalization of these vectors, en-
suring uniformity in the data. Following normalization, we
transpose and multiply the range-azimuth and range-elevation
vectors at identical ranges to generate range-azimuth-elevation
probability maps:

Prae(r, θ, ϕ) = V̂ra(r, θ)
T · V̂re(r, ϕ) (4)

where Prae(r, θ, ϕ) represents the probability map indicating
the likelihood of detecting a target at range r, azimuth θ, and
elevation ϕ. V̂ra(r, θ) represent the normalized range-azimuth
vector and V̂re(r, ϕ) denote the normalized range-elevation
vector.

These maps not only indicate the probability of detected ele-
ments but also contain significant geometric information, sug-
gesting further exploitable position information. In the land-
scape of advanced deep learning methodologies, the Trans-
former [24] introduces a sine coding formula for positional
encoding, enhancing the model’s spatial perception. DETR
[3] incorporates the Transformer model into target recognition,
applying sine positional encoding to 2D images. In our project,
for each range r, the azimuth-elevation probability map can be
treated as a two-dimensional representation, so we introduce
sine positional encoding to etract positional information from
the maps. The sine encoding formula is as follows:

PEr
(posθ,2i)

= sin
(
posθ/10000

2i
d

)
(5)

PEr
(posθ,2i+1) = cos

(
posθ/10000

2i
d

)
(6)

PEr

(posϕ,2i)
= sin

(
posϕ/10000

2i
d

)
(7)

PEr

(posϕ,2i+1) = cos
(
posϕ/10000

2i
d

)
(8)

where (posθ,posϕ) represents the position being computed
and d represents the dimension of the positional encoding
vector. This formula intricately encodes positional information
by encoding each coordinate, posθ and posϕ, to a unique
32-dimensional vector through the application of cosine and
sin functions. This approach capturing the essence of spatial
variations across the probability maps.

By integrating positional encoding with the original proba-
bility features, we endow the model with an enhanced capacity
to recognize and interpret spatial relationships, significantly
improving its performance on subsequent tasks. We feed the
feature into the subsequent feature extraction module that
agrees with another branch structure.

C. Multi-format Feature Fusion and Estimation Head

The features obtained from both branches are based on
single frame radar data. We found that during human body
movement, both the previous and subsequent frames can be
used as a reference for the current frame action information.
In order to make better use of the time information, we
jointly process the multi-frame information. So the inherent
temporal continuity of human motion is taken into account.
We integrated data from multiple frames before and after the
target frame, thus harnessing richer temporal features.

To integrate multi-format spatio-temporal features, we use
multiple 3D convolutional layers to aggregate information.
3D convolutional blocks help extracting and consolidating
features across both spatial and temporal dimensions. For each
spatial scale, there is a 3D convolution block that aims to
aggregate the residual uenrtemporal information. This process
yields 3-layer encoded features. In addressing the challenge
of integrating multi-scale features from distinct processing
branches, we standardize the output dimensions of encoded
features across layers. This uniformity facilitates the direct
summation of positional and probability features with features
from the other branch. Unlike conventional concatenation
method, considering the specificity of the positional features,
this direct addition method preserves spatial coherency. We
obtain the fused features as:

F i
f = F i

1 + F i
2 (i = 1, 2, 3) (9)

where i indicates the layers after 3D convolution. Ff rep-
resents the fused feature of each layer, and F1,F2 represent
features from two branches.

The layer features obtained by summing go through a cross-
and self-attention decoding module, which are specifically
designed to enhance human pose detection by leveraging con-
textual information across and within the frames captured by
both horizontal and vertical radar systems. The core consists
of multiple decoder layers, each designed to handle features
at varying scales and complexities. At each scale, the network
utilizes a combination of basic 2D blocks for initial feature
transformation and flatten to get an attention map in each
attention system. Shown as in the lower right corner of Fig.
1, the cross-attention mechanism focuses on combining the
same layer of features from both radars. In the cross-attention
mechanism, we take the features from the horizontal radar
as key and value, and the features from the vertical radar
as query. Vice versa, switch the sources of key, query and
value to perform the same operation. Since the horizontal
and vertical radar capture features in different aspects, i.e.
azimuth and elevation data, a residual connection is crucial
to avoid directly correlating these features and ensure training
stability. In addition, all key, query, and value in the self-
attention system are from the same radar to enhance the
internal structure of individual features. There is no skipped
connections to generate self-participating residual features.

Through the attention decoding module, we obtained the
predicted keypoint heatmaps from the multi-layer features.
Knowing the location of some keypoints can help predict the
location of other keypoints. Therefore, the pose refinement
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Fig. 3. Visualisation of Comparison in State-of-the-art Approaches and Our Proposed Model

module of Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) can be used
to refine the keypoint heatmap [26]. We perform feature
propagation and inference through a 3-layer GCN to refine
the keypoint predictions using the mutual position information
of the physical connections between keypoints. The generated
new heatmap is used as a common reference to generate the
final keypoint locations. There is a mismatch between the
coordinate systems for radar signals and keypoint heatmaps,
making it impossible to directly use keypoint coordinates to lo-
cate radar features. To facilitate the end-to-end training of our
model, we employ a strategy of imposing a pixel-wise binary
cross-entropy loss on both the initial keypoint heatmaps and
the GCN-refined keypoint heatmaps. The objective function is
formulated as follows:

L = Lbce(Ĥ,G) + Lbce(H,G) (10)

where H and Ĥ represent the initial keypoint heatmaps and
refined keypoint heatmaps, and G represents the generated
groundtruth keypoint heatmaps based on Gaussian distribution.
To illustrate, when considering the binary cross-entropy loss
Lbce(H,G), it is defined by the equation:

Lbce(H,G) = −
∑
c,i,j

Gc,i,j log(Hc,i,j)

+(1−Gc,i,j) log(1−Hc,i,j)

(11)

where c, i, j is derived from the channel, width and height of
the joint prediction heatmaps H and groudtruth heatmaps G,
which follow Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 4. Visualisation of Predicted Keypoints in Inaccurate Condition

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset and Evaluation

We chose the HuPR dataset for our experiments [11]. This
dataset acquires data from two identical radars. One radar
sensor is rotated 90° in the antenna plane with respect to the
other, i.e. there is one radar sensor focusing on the horizontal
plane and the other radar sensor focusing on the vertical
plane. Distinguishing from some radar datasets that provide
processed data in data formats such as point clouds [1, 4, 21],
heatmaps [30], etc. which lose the purity of radar data,
HuPR provides raw radar ADC signals. This provides more
possibilities for our data processing and feature extraction
methods.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF KEYPOINT ACCURATE PRECISON

AP

Model Head Neck Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle

RF-Pose [36] 61.0 65.3 52.5 16.1 6.3 73.5 65.7 62.0

HuPR [11] 77.5 81.9 70.3 45.5 22.3 88.1 82.2 73.1

Ours 81.1 83.6 78.1 52.2 28.2 92.9 88.1 75.8

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF STATE-OF-THE-ART APPROACHES AND OUR PROPOSED

MODEL

Model AP AP 50 AP 75

RF-Pose [36] 41.4 82.9 37.0

HuPR [11] 63.4 97.0 74.0

Ours 69.9 98.5 86.9

TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY

Model AP AP 50 AP 75

Ours(without ProbPE Branch) 66.1 97.1 79.2

Ours(without Probability Maps Generation) 67.6 98.4 84.2

Ours(Complete ProbRadarM3F Model) 69.9 98.5 86.9

The HuPR dataset provides data from 235 acquisition se-
quences in an indoor environment. Each sequence contains
RGB camera frames, horizontal radar frames, and vertical
radar frames of one minute in duration. The two radars and
the camera are synchronised and configured to capture 10
frames per second (FPS), so each sequence has a ternary of
600 camera-radar-radar frames. One person in each sequence
always performs a static action, a standing hand wave, and
a walking hand wave. The dataset also offers groundtruth of
generating by the human pose estimation network HRNet [22]
from RGB frames.

In alignment with established norms in the field, our evalu-
ation framework for 2D keypoints employs average precision
(AP) metrics calculated across various levels of object key-
point similarity (OKS) [14].The OKS are calculated as the
following formula:

OKSp =

∑
i exp(−d2pi

/2S2
pσ

2
i )δ (vpi

= 1)∑
i δ (vpi

= 1)
(12)

where pi denotes the id of targeted keypoint.dpi represents
the Euclidean distance between the predicted keypoint and
the groundtruth keypoint for the ith keypoint on person p.
Sp is the scale of the person based on its area, which is
calculated from the box of the person in groundtruth. σi is
the normalisation factor of the coresponding skeletal point,
reflecting the influence of the current skeletal point on the
whole. δ (vpi

= 1) indicates that the predicted keypoint pi is
visible in observation range.

This allows to evaluate the model’s accuracy in detecting
2D keypoints across a spectrum of 14 critical human body

keypoints position, which include the head, neck, shoulders,
elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles. To offer a nuanced
understanding of the model’s performance, we use three
distinct AP metrics: AP 50, AP 75, and AP . These metrics
represent varying degrees of OKS stringency, with AP 50 and
AP 75 indicating more lenient and stringent OKS constraints,
respectively. The metric denoted simply as AP calculates the
mean average precision across a range of 10 OKS thresholds,
specifically at 0.5, 0.55, and incrementally up to 0.95, pro-
viding a comprehensive overview of the model’s performance
across a broad spectrum of precision requirements.

B. Implementation Details

We take 193 sequences from HuPR for training, 21 for
validation, and 21 for test. The sequence are chosen as HuPR
network, which is considered as baseline, for fair comparison
of results.

We implement ProbRadarM3F using Python and Pytorch.
The training of our network is processed on a single NVIDIA
V100 GPU. The network is trained using the step decay
learning rate strategy, with an initial learning rate of 0.00005
and a reduction of 0.999 times per 2000 iterations. The Adam
is employed as optimizer, and we set the batch size to 24.
Some other parameters in the experiment are set as follows.
In CFAR processing, the settings of the guard unit and the
reference unit are set to 16 and 8. The depth of positional
encoding for the probability map is set to 32. The number of
input frames is 8 for joint processing of multi-frame data. The
convolutional of network contains basic blocks from ResNet
[7]. The size of convolution kernel for 3D convolutional
processing is 3× 3× 3 and ReLU activation function is used.
These parameters are selected based on optimal performance
in experiments.

C. Results and Analysis

Experiments on HuPR dataset are performed to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed strategies. Table II com-
pares values of average precision of our proposed methods
with RF-Pose [36] and baseline method [11]. ProbRadarM3F
shows advantages in AP at various precision. It illustrates that
our method ProbRadarM3F works much better than RF-Pose
applied on the same dataset. And compared to our baseline
method, which is also state of the art, our method still wins
on every metric, especially on AP and AP 75, respectively
with 6.5% and 12.9% gains. The increase in AP 75 is a more
stringent indicator that our proposed method is able to more
accurately predict human keypoints. We focus on the specific
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precisions of each keypoints as shown in Table I. It can be seen
that our method has improved in every joint keypoint precision
compared to the state of the art. The best performance is in
the hip joints, where AP arrives at 92.9%. And the greatest
improvement is shown in the shoulder joints, with an increase
of AP of 8.2%. The reflected signals from the joints in the
torso of the human body are strong and contain mass of
information but little noise. So the prediction of these joints
is more accurate. However, the estimation of arm and wrist
joints has been a challenge in human pose estimation task due
to the richer and finer arm movements and the fact that radar
is less capable of capturing information from small reflective
surfaces away from the torso. But our work in elbow and wrist
also have 6.7% and 5.9% accuracy gains.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of our model under different
types of actions in comparison. GT represents the keypoints
groundtruth generated from HRNet [22] that precisely follow
the actions in RGB frames, HuPR and Ours are the predictions
of baseline and our ProbRadarM3F for the same frame, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the predicted keypoints mostly follow
the groundtruth. In order to show our results realistically, we
also display some of the frames where the prediction is not
accurate enough in Fig. 4. It can be seen that even our model
loses its ability to capture details when the target is moving
fast. Despite being able to predict well where the torso and
head are located, there is still room for improvement at the
wrist and foot joints. This observation underscores a critical
area for future improvement, particularly in enhancing the
model’s sensitivity to high-motion extremities.

Therefore, analysing both the macroscopic overall results
and the detailed individual results, our work effectively im-
proves the precision of mmWave radar based human skeletal
pose estimation. This demonstrates that the probalitity map
guided positional encoding method is an effective mining of
information contained in radar signals that might once have
been overlooked.

D. Ablation Study
We conducted a series of ablation studies to evaluate

the individual contributions of various components within
our proposed framework, ProbRadarM3F. These studies were
performed on the HuPR dataset under consistent training,
validation, and testing set settings.
• To determine the impact of the ProbPE branch, we

operated the network with only the FFT branch, excluding
the integration of features from the positional encoding
guided by probability maps. We obtain the experimental
results shown in Table III. When predicting keypoints wIn
the absence of the ProbPE branch, the model achieved
a lower precision in keypoint prediction compared to
the complete ProbRadarM3F model, particularly under
stringent Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS) constraints.
Specifically, excluding the ProbPE branch resulted in a
decrease of 3.8% in AP and a more pronounced 7.7%
reduction in AP 75. It is clear that the importance of
ProbPE branch cannot be overstated. Obviously, the po-
sition information play a significant role to the prediction
performance of the model.

• In addition to isolating the effect of the ProbPE branch
as a whole, we specifically assessed the influence of
probability maps in ProbPE branch. The complete model
conducts positional encoding guided by probability maps,
which are pivotal in generating refined positional features.
To quantify the contribution of these probability maps,
we conducted an ablation experiment by excluding the
probability map generation step and directly applying
positional encoding to the data after DOA. As shown in
Table III, the precision has improved compared to using
FFT branch independently, nevertheless, the absence of
probability maps resulted in a noticeable decrease in
performance. There is still a reduction of 2.3% in AP
and 2.7%, respectively, when compared to our complete
model. The results show us the importance of Proba-
bility maps. Without the guidance from the probabil-
ity maps, the positional encoding becomes less effec-
tive.Consequently, the probability maps are not merely
auxiliary, but integral to ensuring that the positional
encoding maximally captures and utilizes the spatial
context inherent in the radar signals. The probability
maps enhance the model’s ability to accurately determine
the probability of target presence at specific azimuth
and elevation coordinates, which is crucial for accurately
encoding positional information.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce ProbRadarM3F, a novel
millimetre-wave radar-based model for human skeletal pose
estimation that significantly enhances the extraction and uti-
lization of latent information from radar signals. We have
innovatively designed ProbPE branch. Probability maps are
generated by estimating the probability of a particular position,
based on which the position features are effectively extracted
from probability maps by the positional encoding method. We
fused positional feature to the features obtained from the FFT
branch to enrich the human body keypoint feature obtained
from the model. Experiments conducted on the HuPR dataset
prove that ProbRadarM3F greatly outperforms existing work,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. Our results
show that there is still information such as mentioned position
information that should not be regarded as redundant in the
radar heatmap or even in the radar signal itself. There is
still more information that can be introduced into the human
pose estimation task from which more effective features can
be captured. Looking forward, our research will continue to
explore the vast potential of radar signal data. We aim to delve
deeper into aspects such as motion continuity information and
the fusion of multimodal data from radar heatmaps and point
clouds. By expanding the scope of data utilization, we intend
to capture even more effective features for human skeletal pose
estimation.
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